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Magnetic cumulation generators are promising as high-power pulsed energy sources [1-3]. 
When the load is connected directly in the circuit of the magnetic cumulation generator (MCG), 
efficient operation is possible only if constraints are imposed on the load parameters. In 
many applications, the inductance and resistance of the load substantially exceed those of 
the MCG, while the load parameters vary when the generator is working, and the time required 
to input the energy to the load differs from the generator working time. 

One way of matching MCG parameters to a load is to use a step-up transformer, with the 
load connected to the secondary winding and the MCG to the primary one. Transformer energy 
output from an MCG was reported in 1965 [2]. Subsequent publications [4-6] describes a series 
of designs of MCG with transformers, which are considered within the framework of the elec- 
trotechnical model as regards matching to resistive and inductive loads, and also parameter 
optimization. The connection of capacltative components in the load circuit is of interest 
for some physics research [7]. A transformer can be used with various switching components 
to regulate the energy input time to the load within certain limits. Transformer connection 
can also be used in cascade MCG systems with large energy-ampllflcation factors. Here we 
describe a series of MCGs with transformer units together with experimental results on these, 
and also on cascade systems built from these generators. 

The complicated geometry of the transformer hinders calculation of a transformer MCG, 
and good results in engineering calculations are provided by the electrotechnical model for 
an MCG. Numerical solution of the electrotechnical equations provides the optimal values of 
inductance and resistance in the load. If the load deviates from optimal, the output energy 
is reduced, and the acceptable limits to this reduction define the region of load matching 
to the MCG. The width of the matching region is particularly important if one uses a load 
with variable parameters, and it increases with the transformation coefficient. It has also 
been suggested [7] that an MCG should be used as a charging device for a fast capacitor store. 
The operation of an MCG into a capacitance involves the possibility of current oscillations. 
When a capacitor is fed from an MCG via a transformer, no current oscillations arise within 
the MCG even if high-frequency oscillations occur in the secondary circuit. 

Various forms of energy-supply circuits based on transformers with MCG with switching 
facilities have been used to adjust the shape of the current pulse in the load. The current 
in the secondary circuit is less than that in the MCG, which facilitates use of a circuit in 
which the current is interrupted by an explosion or with an exploding wire [I]. The leadi=g 
edge of the current in ~he load can also be shortened within certain limits by using the 
transformer on open circuit in the initial stages of the MCG operation [8]. If the trans- 
former continues to function up to the end of MCG operation, one can use an additional part 
of the energy remaining in the MCG circuit, which is lost if the transformer is destroyed. 

If the required transformer operating time is of the same order as the MCG operating 
time, the transformer ~an be located directly in the MCG, which enables one to increase the 
coupling coefficient k and reduces the specifications for the line transmitting the energy to 
the load. In that case the transformer is destroyed, and thereforethe decisive features are 
simplicity and cheapness Inthe design, while the mechanical strength can be reduced. 

As the magnetic fields are high, only air-cored designs are used, which provide maximum 
coupling. The dimensions of the transformer are determined in the main by the required in- 
ductance Lit of the primary windings together with the necessary quality factor for the wind- 
ings. Single-turn primary windings are frequently used. It ls also possible to use a primary 
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winding in the form of several circuits which do not interact inductively and which work into 
a common secondary turn. 

Figure I shows some design schemes for the transformers. A cylindrical transformer is 
convenient for connection to transmission-line MCG [i] and its parameters are determined from 
the known relationships for solenoids. When the MCG operates, the winding resistance will 
vary on account of diffusion of the magnetic field into the transformer conductors. The sec- 
ondary circuit is made of multistart type in order to reduce the resistance. The displacement 
of the conductorswhen the MCG operates amounts to radial expansion of the primary winding 
together with compression of the secondary one and axial displacement of the ends. The upper 
boundary of these displacements is proportional to l(IH2dt)dt, where H is the strength of the 
magnetic field at the surface of the conductor and is inversely proportional to the mass of 
the conductor per unit surface area. 

The configuration of Fig. la is convenient for connecting such a transformer to a co- 
axial or spiral MCG, where the primary windings 1 of the transformers are connected at the 
perimeter to the two current-conducting plates. The secondary windings 2 of the transformers 
may be taken to the load from each transformer independently or as in Fig. la, where the sec- 
ondary winding is common. It is desirable in that case to have a common point on the windings 
A, which reduces to about half the specifications for the working voltage on the insulation 
between the windings, but then if the load is grounded there will be a voltage between the 
body of the MCG and ground approximately equal to half the output voltage. The primary wind- 
ing of the transformer may be made as a toroid mounted on the MCG of rectangular or circular 
cross sections, with a secondary winding as a toroidal solenoid placed within the primary 
one. 

Figure ib shows the circuit for a cable transformer [9] as applied to an MCG. The load 
can also be connected to the two ends of the cable, which reduces the requirements for cable 
insulation. The leakage inductance of the secondary winding is determined by the cable in- 
ductance and can be reduced by using parallel cables, which reduces the resistance and also 
the current per cable. The displacement (I) is due to radial expansion of the turns, while 
the displacement (2) of parts of the wire in the cable not having a sheath is determined by 
the difference between the fields in the current lead and within the transformer, and the dis- 
placement (3) of the cable sheath is determined by the current flowing in it. In the case of 
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Type 0 f MCG 
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cable transformer in the form of a cylindrical solenoid, one also has to consider the end 
displacements. One can also construct a toroidal cable solenoid of the form shown in Fig. 
lc. Here the primary winding 1 is several sectors of a turn of cable sheath connected to 
the current flanges of the MCG and encompassed by the common turn of cable inner. The trans- 
formation coefficient is then approximately equal to the number of sectors. The secondary 
winding 2 in such a transformer may consist of several turns of parallel cables, An advan- 
tage of this transformer is the lower consumption of cable. 

In the two'turn cable transformer of Fig. ld, one can use the possibility of connecting 
the load to a break in the sheath at any point on the cable. Therefore, the transformer can 
be given an elongated form, which increases L~ t, the dimensions of the transformer, and en- 
ables one to use it as a transmission llne to the load. 

A set of MCG designs has been devised in which each consists of a spiral generator in 
combination with a coaxial cone MCG [3], this being fitted with transformer units. Figure 2 
shows the design scheme for such a generator. The generator is built as two separate units 
(the MCG unit and the transformer unit), which are Joined together rellahly. The multistart 
spiral 1 is wound with insulated copper wire, and it is reinforced on the outside by a con- 
crete shell. The coaxial part 2 has a conical expansion whose angle is close to the angle 
of divergence of the walls of the copper central tube 3 produced hy explosion of the charge 
6. The MCG is connected to the transformer unit via two square plates 4 separated by the 
insulator 5, to each side of which is connected the transformer 7 wound with cable. The 
initial energy is supplied to input 8 of the generator, while the load is connected to output 
9. The generator is mounted on a metallic support. The overall efficiency of such a genera- 
for is about 8%. 

Figure 3 shows a general view of a K-80 generator. Spiral characteristics: multistart, 
internal diameter 80 mm, six sections of length 80 mm each, pitches of sections 5, I0, 20, 40, 
80, and 200 mm, wound with wire of diameter 2.5 mm. The coaxial part is of length 260 mm, 
while the copper central tube has an outside diameter of 23 mm and a wall thickness of 2 mm 
and has a conical expansion with an angle of 4 ~ , while the explosive charge is 0.8 kg. The 
transformer unit consists of four cylindrical transformers with a 32-turn secondary winding 
placed within the primary turn. Table 1 gives the characteristics of this generator, where 
Lo is the initial inductance of the MCG, N is the number of turns on the secondary winding, 
L=t is the inductance of the secondary winding, L l is the load inductance, Lef is the final 
value of the MCG inductance (the subscript e indicates the effective value, while f indicates 
the final value), T is the MCG working time, I,o is the initial current in the MCG, I1f and 
I=f are the final currents in the primary and secondary windings, U is the output voltage, P 
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is the peak power, Wo is the initial energy in the MCG, Wf is the final value of the magnetic 
energy in the circuits, Wmf is the energy in the inductive load, ~ef is the final value for 
the magnetic-flux conservation coefficient, and Sf = Wmf/Wf, Wmf = Wmf/Wo. The K-80 genera- 
tor is fed from capacitors. There is also a form of this generator with a cable transformer 
having analogous characteristics. 

The K-160 generators has a spiral with an internal diameter of 160 mmwound with in- 
sulated copper wire of diameter 4 mm, which consists of two sections of length 320 mm each 
with two turns each, while the coaxial part of length 640 mm has a conical expansion with an 
angle of 7 ~. The central tube with an outside diameter for the cylindrical part of 80 mm and 
a wall thickness of 4 mm contains i0 kg of explosive. The overall weight of the generator 
with support is 450 kg. 

Table 1 gives the parameters of the generator together with experimental results. 

Figure 4a shows the observed curves for la and dl2/dt for a K-160. Figure 5a shows the 
change in magnetic field in the cavitiy of the coaxial at various radii, which does not ex- 
ceed 60 MA/m in all generators. Figure 5b shows the dependence of the observed value of W h 
(the value of W at the end of operation of the spiral) and of Wmf on Wo. Figure 5c shows the 
theoretical dependence of Lef and Sf for R Z = 0 (Rz is the load resistance) on Ll, and also 
the dependence of Wqf on Rl (L~ = 0, 12o = 0). The matching range in LZ is determined for 
this generator by the values of Lef and ~f and is 2-3,5 pH, while the width of the matching 
range in R Z is from 0.04 to 0.i ~. Figure 5d shows the change in internal resistance of the 
secondarywinding Rat due to the change in the equivalent frequency during the operation of 
the MCG, which fluctuates at the level of 5-10 kHz. This also shows the variation in R2t as a 
function of the change a = Lz/L2t measured before the experiment at i0 kHz. The broken line 
shows the value taken as constant in the calculations. 

Transformer units with 4- and 8-turn secondary windings (with correspondingly larger 
numbers of parallel cables) were developed for this generator, and also 32- and 64-turn ones 
obtained by series connection of 16-turn transformers. When the number of turns is doubled, 
laf is approximately halved, while U is doubled and the matched values of L l and R Z are in- 
creased by factors of four. For N = 64, U ~ 400 kV, L Z is up to i00 pH, and R l is in the 
order of several ohms. 

The generator can use the initial energy of a capacitor bank or another MCG. An MCG 
unit was developed having an elevated amplification coefficient with supply from capacitors. 
The spiral has six sections each 160 mm long (16, 8, 4, 2, i, and 0.5 turns) wlth Lo = 35 ~H. 
With Wo = 20 kJ, the generator had the same final parameters, and wmf = 150. The transformer 
units and MCG units in all forms are interchangeable. 

Figure 6 gives a general view of the K-320 generator. The spiral in this generator was 
wound with insulated wire having copper of diameter 9 mm. The first section of length 640 
mmlhad two turns, while the second of length 320 mm had 0.5 turn. The length of the coaxial 
part was 960 mm. The outside diameter of the copper central tube was 160 mm, the wall thick- 
ness 8 mm, and the cone angle was 7 ~ The transformer with N = 8 was wound with the cable 
used in the K-160 on a framework of diameter 440 mm and length 750 mm. The generator was fed 
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from another MCG. The mass of the generator with support was 2200 kg, and the explosive 
charge was 59 kg. Figure 4b shows the observed 12 and dl2/dt curves for this generator. 

An advantage of a transformer generator is the wider range of parameters for the pos- 
sible loads, which improves the universality of MCG. This also facilitates operation of an 
MCG into a load with variable parameters, e.g., in plasma research [I0]. 

These generators can also be used in other traditional areas of MCG application, e.g., 
to supply the initial-field solenoid in an MK-I generator, etc. The K-160 generator connect- 
ed in a circuit using open-circuit conditions has been used to supply an elf-cored betatron 
[ii], supplying an energy of about 1 MJ in an unstressed state with T = I00 ~sec. 

Transformer coupling can also be used in cascade MCG systems, in which each previous 
generator is the source of the initial energy for the next. The MCG circuit can be considered 
basically as an inductive load, and the parameters of the transformer in the previous gen- 
erator can be chosen appropriately. The transformer can work on open-circuit conditions or 
even with magnetic-flux trapping, since shortening of the leading edge of the current improves 
the operation of a spiral generator. 

If one connects a cascade of n generators with identical Wmf , then the energy amplifica- 
tion coefficient for the entire cascade will be w~f. A transformer allows one to obtain a 
magnetic flux in the load exceeding the initial one, and this enables one to connect a cas- 
cade of generators with increasing initial inductances and increasing size. The output en- 
ergy naturally increases with the size of the MCG. Also, the overall efficiency of the sys- 
tem is determined in the main by the generator in the last stage, so that preceding generators 
can be designed for lower efficiency but higher Wmf. Figure 6 shows a cascade system built 
of K-80, K-160, and K-320 generators. The system consumes Wo = 2 kJ and has Wmf = 10 ~. The 
system employs a K-160 generator with an 8-turn transformer unit with a 6-section spiral in 
which the first section is absent, Lo = 6.5 ~H. 

When a cascade system is continued towards the low-energy side, it becomes undesirable 
from a certain point to reduce the size of the MCG any further, since spiral generators in 
the unloaded state have higher Wmf. An example is provided by the cascade scheme of [12], 
which is composed of six identical generators with a spiral diameter of 30 mm linked by 
toroidal cable transformers, and which provide a load energy of about 1.5 kJ on using 0.2 J 
of energy from permanent magnets. This cascade (Fig. 6) is fed from this system, and the 
overall energy gain of the entire device is about 10 s. In turn, the K-320 can serve as a 
source of initial energy for an MCG of even higher energy. At present, transformer connec- 
tion causes no difficulty in linking generators ranging from the minimum to the maximum pos- 
sible for MCG to give a single cascade system. Clearly, the minimum level in the cascade 
system is determined by the competitiveness of an MCG with other generators at low energies. 

Therefore, these generators can be used independently andin cascade systems. This set 
of MCG also allows the output parameters to be matched to the load requirements and provides 
for pulse shaping, which substantially expands the use of MCG. 
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CURRENT AND ELECTRIC-FIELD PRODUCTION NEAR A NONCONDUCTING 

ROTATING SPHERE IN A HOMOGENEOUS PLASMA IN A STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD 

V. G. Pivovarov UDC 533:538 + 550:38 

Central problems in magnetosphere physics include the motion of the plasma near the ro- 
tating earth and the currents and electromagnetic fields generated by this rotation. We con- 
sider the following model problem in order to obtain a conception of the structure of the 
current system and the motion of the plasma. An insulating sphere of radius ro is surrounded 
by a homogeneous incompressible conducting liquid and rotates with an angular velocity e. At 
the center of the sphere there is a magnetic dipole, whose moment coincides in direction with 
the axis of rotation. The plasma density p, conductivity ~, and viscosity~ are independent 
of the coordinates. 

We assume that all the perturbations associated with the rotation decay away from the 
surface of the sphere. The attachment condition is obeyed at the surface of the sphere it- 
self, while the normal component of the current becomes zero. 

The behavior of the plasma is described by the equations of magnetohydrodynamics [I] 

P(uV)u q- V(P + H2/8~) = (Hv)II/4~ + ~,Au, (i) 

d i v u  = 0, d iv  H = 0, r o t [ u  H] + ~ A u  = 0, 

where u and H are the speed of the plasma and the magnetic field, p is the plasma pressure, 
and ~m is the magnetic viscosity, which is related to the conductivity ~ by 

The magnetic field within the sphere satisfies the equations 

ro t  H t~ = O, div  H in = 0. 

If the total magnetic field His represented as H~n=HD+h, where H~ is the dipole magnetic 
field and h is the perturbation field, then we introduce the scaler potential ~ for the mag- 
netic field h by h= V~, which gives 

AO = O. (2) 

The magnetic field does not change on passing through the surface of the sphere, so ~ should 
satisfy the following at the boundary: 
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